ANNEXURE -1
LIST OF ERRORS IN QUESTION PAPER / WRONG ANSWERS IN CLAT 2015
Total 18 questions or the given options / answers were erroneous. Only 3
question have been accepted by the CLAT but still 15 questions/answers
which are erroneous.
Either questions are having typographical mistake or the answers /
options are not correct.
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1. Question 10

Correct Answer should be impounded 4(d) instead of attached 3(c). The
question was copied from online CAT question paper 2004 which is given below
and impounded is most appropriate answer to the question.

2. Question 25

Dulcet means melodious whereas Raucous means Harsh. Therefore, they are
antonyms. Whereas the question asked for similar relationship as in Dulcet :
rausous. The option marked as correct by clat is 2(B) Crazy : Insane are
synonyms not antonyms.
Option 3(c) Palliative : Exacerbating are antonyms and option 4(d) Theory :
Practical are antonyms as expressed in the original pair of the question.
The correct answer should be both 3(c) and 4(d) as in both the options the
words are antonyms to each other.
The question was taken from a website given below. But the option 2 (b) was
selected as correct answer as per the website with a change in word (from
SANE to INSANE) the difference of the word should also change the answer……

3. Question 56

Which is the largest online shop is debatable and unclear Question. Largest as
per Market Turnover it is 3 (C) Alibaba and as per Revenue it is 1 (a) Amazon.
Business Standard reported on September 21, 2014 that Alibaba’s market cap exceeded
that of Amazon and eBay combined. However, the CLAT 2015 Answer Key declares,
quite casually, “Amazon is the largest e-commerce company in the world.”
(see RT, Business Insider, GKtoday and Forbes)
The question was taken from a website given below

4.

Question 115

In order to answer this question, the ambit of „course of employment‟ need be
understood. Here, course of employment refers only to dropping the customer
and coming back. It is true that the accident has taken place when the driver
was coming back, and thus it is within the course of employment; but dropping
Ruhina safely was never within the course of employment and hence the
employer firm is not liable.
"Acting in the course of employment" means the worker acting at his or her
employer's direction or in the furtherance of his or her employer's business.
This is the currently accepted legal definition. Picking up his fiancée was not in
the course of his employment. If he had gone on a murder spree while driving
back, it would not be considered to be in the course of employment and the
company would not be responsible. Likewise, there is no liability here.
“One day, the Manager asked him to drop a customer at the airport and get
back at the earliest”.
Moreover, there was a clear instruction for a speedy return without any other
delays.
Considering these, option 2 (B) is correct.

5.

Question 116

Answer should be 2 (B) instead of 1 (A).
Reason: In this question the shopkeeper was doing legal work and it was a case
of necessity. If the queue gets long, that's not his problem. And it definitely
doesn't amount to nuisance.
Essentials Of Public Nuisance :
 Wrongful Act.
 Injury or loss caused by such act to another.
 Unlawful Interference.
In the given facts of question 116 none of the essentials are fulfilled.
In CLAT 2013 same question was given and the answer was B.
The principle clearly states that the interference has to be unlawful, and in the
instant case; the interference is not unlawful because the defendant has
committed no wrong. The act alleged of causing nuisance is that of the
customers and cannot be attributed to the shopkeeper.
In this case, the answer (A) does not seem to be correct at all. The answer
should be (B) i.e. not liable. Going by the principle, the defendant can't be
made liable for nuisance. There was 'unlawful interference'.

6.

Question 117

Answer should be 2 (B) instead of 3 (C) . DEBATABLE
In this question, It is nowhere mentioned that he is of unsound mind so if
definitely amounts to murder. Answer will be B. There is no express statement
that „A‟ is unsound of mind. If his sanity is determined by the fact that he
threw an infant into the well, the facts should have been clearer. There
are records of nine week old babies learning to swim. The three-year-old could
have been a proficient swimmer. The question is flawed and marks should be
awarded for all candidates.
7.

Question 168

Clearly as per the table, the correct answer would be 2(b) Record Player
W

X

Before

1st Camera- 1500

2 Chessboards- 500 each

Exchange

2nd Camera- 3500

(1000)

Y
3 Cricket Bats- 700 each
(2100)

Z
Cycle- 1000
Walkman-700

Record Player- 2000
Total- 5000

Total= 3000

Total = 1700

After

1 Cricket Bat- 700

Cycle- 1000

Record Player- 2000

1 Cricket Bat- 700

Exchange

Walkman- 700

1 Chessboard- 500

1 Cricket Bat- 700

1st Camera- 1500

2nd Camera- 3500

1 Chessboard- 500

Total- 4900

Total = 1500

Total= 2700

Total= 2700

Loss = 100

Loss= 1500

Gain = 600

Gain= 1000

8 to 12. Question 169-173

169-173: The question is picked up from CAT 2003 but copied wrongly hence
became unsolvable. The data given in the table is wrong. For the person “I”, the
numbers of the blanks answers should be 17, 46, 90 instead of 17, 26, 90.
This error must have disturbed many and the set should be given marks to
those who attempted it.
The questions from 169 – 173 are WRONG.

It is clearly evident from the above website that the question was taken
from the web but copied wrongly hence the question no. 169 to 173
should be cancelled and marks should be given to all students who
attempted this.

13.

Question 185

The statement “2” clearly explains that I is a male and he is the brother of B.
The mother of I and B is M, who has a sister Q. So clearly, statement 2 says
that “I is the nephew of Q. So option 3 (c) should be the correct answer
instead of Answer 4 (d).

14. Question 187

The answer should be option 1(A) as the statement I alone is sufficient to
answer the question. The statement II is not relevant.
Hence the correct answer would be 1 (A) instead of 3 (C).

15. Question 191
WRONG QUESTION

The word “FASHION” is a seven-letter word, but the corresponding core has 6
alpha-numerical digits. Thus, the question is unsolvable.
Typo error in question

ANNEXURE - 2

http://www.legallyindia.com/Pre-law-student/angry-claters-open-letter-135-out-of150-questions-plagiarised-but-managed-to-get-20-answers-wrong-allege-lucknowbias
Four major sections of CLAT 2015 Question paper, namely English, General
Knowledge, Maths and Logical Reasoning and shockingly, 135 out of 150
questions were exactly copied from one source or the other.
It is important to note here that not only the questions were copied as it is but
also the options were copied in the same order.
It is also relevant to note here that the following was the break-up of the no. of
questions which were exactly copied in these four sections are




English- 36 out of 40
GK- 43 out of 50
Maths- 18 out of 20
Logical- 38 out of 40

It is also very important to note here, that even question no. 186, where
options (c) and (d) were the same was copied as it is from the following website
which also had the exactly same error of same options (c) and (d).
http://infomind.in/reasoning/blood-relation
This shows us the ‘expertness’ of the so called expert committee which made
the question paper, rather copied the question paper from different sources.
It is also very important to note here that in GK section, 43 out of 50 questions
were exactly copied (along with the options in the same order) from some
source or the other. And shockingly, 27 of them were from only one source i.e.
2 months GK of www.gktoday.in The website gives 10 questions of Current GK
on a two day basis and gave around 300 questions in the months of February
and March 2015. And out of these 300 questions, shockingly 27 questions
came in CLAT 2015 (i.e. almost 15% of the paper from one source).
This completely shows that it must only be done to give special advantage to
the students of some coaching […], who were already told about the same.
This is the major reason of a lot of students getting selected in Top NLUs this
year from the city of ……..UP.

Annexure -3
In the FAQs section, in question no. 13, had promised the students earlier that
they will email the individual question paper and e-omr to every student who
appeared in the test. Once the test was carried out, the answer to the question
was changed to a negative response. Later, to make the discrepancy covert, the
question was removed from the site altogether.

And later on the FAQs where this question has been altogether removed-

